FROM SERENDIPITY TO SOUND
by Daniel Asia

Important finds are often the result of serendipity. I direct the Music+Festival at the
Fred Fox School of Music of the University of Arizona. Each iteration of the festival
features the music of important composers of the twentieth and 21st centuries, usually
pairing one from America with another from Europe or elsewhere. Past examples
have included Messiaen and Crumb; Barber and Britten; Corigliano and Takemitsu;
Bernstein, Berio and Adams. While preparing for a festival of Schoenberg and
Weill, I read Michael Haas’ book Forbidden Music.1 It mentions many compositional
contemporaries of Schoenberg and Weill, often unjustly neglected or hardly known.
As I get to London on a regular basis and knew that Michael lived in those environs, I
contacted him and we arranged to meet for lunch during my next visit. In the course
of our discussion (and fine dining, I might add), he mentioned the musical archive
of a composer whom he was just beginning to investigate: Hans Winterberg. Michael
thought there might be really important music therein. With his help, and that of
Peter Kreitmeir, Winterberg’s grandson, I began to explore his music. It seemed
to me that Michael was correct and that there were some potential jewels there;
I programmed a wide array of his music, and hearing it live, in the four concerts
that comprised the musical presentations (there was a conference and symposium
as well), confirmed this impression. As Michael thought so too, he immediately
contacted his friend Martin Anderson, founder of Toccata Classics, told him how
marvellous this music was, and asked if he would be interested in releasing some
of it. The answer was an unhesitant yes, and this recording, the first of Winterberg’s
music, is the result.
1

Forbidden Music: The Jewish Composers Banned by the Nazis, Yale University Press, Yale and London, 2014.
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Our audience found this music wonderfully accessible, lyrical and expressive, with
rhythmic drive and wit. There is simply no question that it had a fitting home, and on
an equal footing, with the composers with whom it was presented. Other works still to
be recorded include his four string quartets. Following a performance of Winterberg’s
Third Quartet by the Amernet Quartet, there was a prolonged and stunned silence, as
the audience members pulled their jaws off the floor, realising they had just heard a
work equal to any of the Bartók quartets. The following applause was tumultuous.
We are delighted to have been able to bring this composer’s music to the light of day.
That it took place in the middle of the desert under the Arizona sun is just as astonishing
as Winterberg’s story itself.
The composer Daniel Asia is currently Professor of Composition, Head of the Composition Area,
and Coordinator of the American Culture and Ideas Initiative at The University of Arizona Fred
Fox School of Music, Tucson. In 1991–94 he was Meet-the-Composer Composer-in-Residence of the
Phoenix Symphony, and in 1977–91 the co-Music Director and Conductor of the New York-based
contemporary-music ensemble Musical Elements. He was recently honoured with a Music Academy
Award from the American Academy of Arts and Letters. He is also a writer and critic and his articles
have appeared in Academic Questions, The New Criterion and The Huffington Post. He is the editor
of the book The Future of (High) Culture in America (Cambridge Scholars, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
2015). Recordings of his music can be heard on the Albany, Attacca, Babel, Mushkatweek, New World
and Summit labels. His website can be found at www.danielasia.net.
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THE STRANGE TALE OF HANS WINTERBERG
by Michael Haas

Hitler’s war on European culture did not end with his downfall in 1945. Perhaps few
individuals exemplify the complexity of this fact more intriguingly than the Jewish
Czech composer Hanuš Winterberg, known as Hans Winterberg in German. He, too,
was a ‘Theresienstadt composer’, but one who survived only because his arrival at the
Ghetto in January 1945 followed the notorious deportation to Auschwitz in October
1944, which resulted in the murders of Pavel Haas, Gideon Klein, Hans Krása and
Viktor Ullmann. To survive in Prague before his incarceration in Theresienstadt
(‘Terezín’ in Czech) meant living on the knife-edge of what the Nazis called a
‘privileged marriage’ with a non-Jewish wife and a half-Jewish daughter. As anyone
acquainted with the diaries of Victor Klemperer will know,1 it wasn’t a status that
could be indefinitely maintained. After his liberation from Theresienstadt in May
1945 and his arrival in Germany in 1947, Winterberg found himself again living with
the very people who, only a few years previously, had been engaged in policies that, if
successful, would have resulted in the murder of every Jew in Europe.
To understand how Winterberg’s story unfolds, it’s important to know that in
1901, the year he was born, Prague was an Austrian city in the Habsburg kingdom
of Bohemia. Austria was itself an enormous, multi-lingual, multi-ethnic country,
with its German-speaking citizens concentrated in the Danubian provinces around
the Imperial capital, Vienna, and the Eastern Alps. Before 1918 most citizens of the
Austrian half of the Dual Monarchy of Austria-Hungary were Czechs, Ukrainians,
Poles, Slovenians, Italians, Croatians or even Russians. For that reason Bismarck
Victor Klemperer (1881–1960), cousin of the conductor Otto, was a professor of Romance languages and noted philologist in
Dresden. He was also a diarist who kept an account of his life as a Jew married to a non-Jew during the Nazi years. After the
war, he wrote LTI, a philologist’s explanation of the Nazi abuse of the German language.
1
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did not consider Austria a German state and therefore excluded it from his German
unification scheme. When in September 1919 the Treaty of Saint Germain reduced
Greater Austria from its Central European sprawl to its German-speaking core,
representing what is present-day Austria, much of its multi-ethnicity remained in the
neighbouring, freshly created Republic of Czechoslovakia.
Slavic Czechs had been accorded second-rate citizen status while under Germanspeaking Habsburg rule in Vienna. With the founding of an independent Czechoslovakia,
the country’s German-speaking minority found the proverbial shoe on the other foot.
German-speakers were the largest linguistic minority in Czechoslovakia, with most
Czech Jews German-speakers. In 1930, in order to have a handle on the ethnic and
linguistic make-up of the new Republic, a census was taken when all Czech citizens
were asked to identify themselves by ‘nation’, or ‘národnost’, from the list that consisted
of Czech, Polish, Ukrainian, Hungarian and German. This census was important
because in 1945 it was used as the basis for expelling all Czechs who had ticked the box
marked ‘German’, even if they had been Czech nationalists and fought against the Nazis.
Chamberlain’s concessions to the German Czechs in the Sudetenland had facilitated
Hitler’s subsequent absorption of all of Bohemia and Moravia. The view of non-German
Czechs was they had been betrayed by their German fellow-citizens. As most Czech
Jews were German-speakers, many were interned in Theresienstadt as Jews by the Nazis
and, after the war, remained interned as Germans by the Czechs before being deported
to Germany. Winterberg was not one of these unfortunates, but it offered an identity that
would prove necessary if he was to survive and live the creative life he felt he needed.
In fact, Winterberg’s family had lived in Prague for over 300 years. When the census
of 1930 came to the Winterberg household, it noted itself as both ‘Czech nationals
and Czech speakers’. Winterberg went on to study at the ‘German Academy of Music
and Performing Arts’ in Prague with Fidelio Finke and Alexander Zemlinsky. After
graduation he worked as a répétiteur in Brno and other Czech cities, returning to Prague
in 1939 to study at the Prague National Conservatoire with the Czech nationalist and
micro-tonal composer Alois Hába. (A much younger fellow-pupil was Gideon Klein.)
5

In May 1930, he married the non-Jewish, German Czech pianist and composer
Maria Maschat. Their daughter, Ruth, was born in 1935. From 1940 onwards, the Nazis
created an environment which made what they called ‘mixed-race marriages’ untenable.
Winterberg would have not been able to work and would have been afraid to leave the
house for fear of the frequent round-up raids meant to clear the streets of any Jews who
ventured into public. His mother, Olga, was murdered in 1942 in Maly Trostinec, an
extermination camp outside Minsk. By the end of 1944, the marriage was impossible
to maintain, and along with thousands of other ‘mixed-race’ marriages in Prague, the
Winterbergs had no alternative but to divorce. In January 1945 Winterberg handed
all of his musical manuscripts to his ex-wife before being deported to Theresienstadt.
He was released upon liberation of the camp in May 1945, and his Czech citizenship
was immediately restored. He returned to his apartment in Prague, but discovered that
Maria and Ruth had been deported to Germany as German Czechs. Moreover, they had
taken his manuscripts with them. He applied for a Czech passport in 1946, and in 1947
he was finally allowed to travel to Germany, meet his family and collect his scores, with
the presumed intention of returning to Prague.
Upon Winterberg’s arrival in Munich, his ex-wife, Maria, now a répétiteur at Bavarian
Radio, was able to secure Winterberg a job as editor and later as music pedagogue at the
Richard Strauss Conservatoire there. Their daughter, Ruth, had been severely traumatised
by the dramatic events in her life and placed in a children’s home. For whatever reasons,
by 1948 Winterberg was not prepared to return to Czechoslovakia. Either he had private
reasons for remaining in Germany, or Czechoslovakia’s Communist coup convinced
him it would be too dangerous. To remain, however, Winterberg had to live among
Bavaria’s enormous community of displaced Czech Germans, many of whom had never
supported Hitler. The largest group within this community was made up of Sudeten
Germans, from the district of Northern Czechoslovakia called the Sudetenland and
annexed by Hitler following the Munich Accord. Many Sudeten Germans, by contrast,
supported Hitler and bitterly resented the loss of their Czech homeland. Winterberg’s
mastery of the German language was native, though before arriving in Germany he was
6
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always ‘Hanuš’, never ‘Hans’. Correspondence and documentation would suggest that he
was, like many assimilated Prague Jews, completely fluent in both languages.
Vanishing among the Czech German diaspora in Bavaria would have been an
easy ploy and Winterberg might have gone unnoticed if his music had not caught
the attention of the controllers at Bavarian Radio. Until his death in 1991, Bavarian
Radio would perform and record over twenty hours of Winterberg’s compositions,
which in addition to a good deal of chamber music included three piano concertos,
two symphonies, a large number of other orchestral works and a ballet, The Ballade
of Pandora. Bavarian Radio not only recorded Winterberg as generously as any other
composer of his generation; they used their best-known soloists along with Munich’s
premier orchestras. That many members of the Sudeten German musical diaspora may
not have been happy with these developments hardly needs mentioning. They had long
suspected Winterberg of not being ‘one of them’, and his music with its polyrhythms and
jagged melodic energy was unashamedly Czech. When cornered by one of the founding
spirits of the Sudeten German Music Institute, Heinrich Simbriger, he refused to admit
or deny his ‘národnost’.2 Simbriger would report back to Sir Cecil Parrott, British
ambassador to Prague from 1960 to 1966, that he thought little of Hans Winterberg
as a composer.3 There was nothing ‘German’ about Winterberg’s music, no matter his
oblique suggestions to the contrary, or how flawless his command of the language.4 To
Simbriger, and no doubt to others, Winterberg was a Czech, trying to pass himself off as
a displaced German from Czechoslovakia.
Winterberg would go on to marry another three times. His second and third
marriages were fleeting, with students much younger than he. His fourth marriage was
to Luise-Maria Pfeifer, a budding actress 25 years his junior, and originally from the
Hans Winterberg to Dr Heinrich Simbriger, 6 June 1955, Sudeten German Music Institute, Regensburg.
Dr Heinrich Simbriger to Sir Cecil Parrott, 5 January 1975, Sudeten German Music Institute, Regensburg. After his Foreign Office
career Sir Cecil Parrott (1909–84) became an academic, and was also an author and translator, not least of Jaroslav Hašek’s The good
soldier Švejk – and the father of the artists’ manager Jasper Parrott.
4
Winterberg composed a piano trio in 1964 entitled Sudeten-Suite. Found among his papers was a long article on the history of
German Czech music. Where it was published, or even if it was published, is unclear. In the paper, he does not actively identify
himself with the subject, but stands outside as reporter.
2
3
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Sudetenland. Upon their marriage in 1968, Winterberg adopted her 22-year-old son.
His natural father had been a member of the SS. It would appear that it was Winterberg’s
infatuation with Luise-Maria that inspired him to write his piano trio Sudeten-Suite, a
pastoral work that stands in strong contrast with the rest of his output. With Luise-Maria,
he withdrew from the diaspora of Czech-Germans and lived in the remote Bavarian
enclave of Bad Tölz. A tape, thought to have been made for his 70th or 75th birthday by
Luise-Maria, reveals her concern that Winterberg had not excluded his daughter and
first wife from his life. Without obvious success, she tried to persuade him to do so.
Winterberg died in 1991, with Luise-Maria dying only two weeks later. His adopted
son, to whom Winterberg was never close, inherited the musical estate and in 1999
handed it over to the Sudeten German Music Institute. In 2002 he agreed to sell it for
a nominal sum under the condition that everything remain embargoed until 1 January
2031. Until this date, the Sudeten German Music Institute was to deny holding the estate,
and all inquiries regarding family members were to be refused. In addition, under no
circumstances was it ever to be revealed that Winterberg was a Jew. Upon the lifting of the
embargo in 2031, he was only to be referred to as a ‘Sudeten German Composer’. It was a
cruel restriction to impose on a composer who enjoyed considerable recognition, if only
among the listeners of Bavarian Radio. It was, moreover, mendacious, since Winterberg
was never a Sudeten German, and his success appears only to have antagonised fellow
Sudeten-German musicians such as Heinrich Simbriger.
In 2015 the embargo was lifted when Winterberg’s grandson Peter Kreitmeir, Ruth
Winterberg’s son, was able to locate the estate and establish contact with his adoptive
uncle (Luise-Maria’s son). The contract with the Sudeten German Institute was annulled,
and all rights were accorded to Kreitmeir, thereby starting the slow process of restoring,
and indeed rediscovering, the music of Hans/Hanuš Winterberg.
With the exception of the Suite for Clarinet and Piano, written in 1944, all of the works
on this recording date from Winterberg’s post-immigration years in Germany. Until
opportunities of further research are made available, it is only possible to speculate
as to why these works were written. What must have struck musicians and audiences
8
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at the time was the unambiguous allegiance to the twentieth-century world of Igor
Stravinsky, which for German composers at the time stood in contrast either with the
pre-war developments of Vienna’s Second School or with the New Objectivity of Berlin.
Winterberg’s jagged, often bitonal constructs were certainly closer to the world of Czech,
even French, music than the comparatively dour worlds of Berlin and Vienna.
The unusual combination of woodwinds with harpsichord, as in the Suite for Flute,
Oboe, Clarinet, Bassoon and Harpsichord, may have been a singular inspiration and
a spontaneous transliteration of something Winterberg perceived in his inner ear. More
probably, it was commissioned. By 1959 Winterberg had already started to be noticed
by Bavarian Radio. It may also have been composed for students and fellow-members
of the faculty at the Richard Strauss Conservatoire in Munich. The Suite creates a
Dadaesque sound-world that was much in keeping with other Czech composers of
Winterberg’s generation such as Erwin Schulhoff, many of whom seem to have been
intrigued by the sheer weirdness of Surrealism. The work sets off, Lebhaft zügig,
leicht (‘Lively, swift and light’) 1 , with a C major centre accompanied by the tritone
F sharp in the bass in rapid repetition, before the entrance of the flute, answered by the
other woodwinds, with the principal subject expanded by the bassoon. Syncopations
and trills dominate throughout, during which various thematic ideas develop, moving
in ever starker contrasts before a bluesy second subject on flute and oboe, answered by a
lyric subject that accentuates the polyrhythmic structure of the movement. The ostinato
of the harpsichord remains constant throughout, before a coda that moves through
various keys before settling on A flat. The second movement (Poco con moto) 2 starts
with the harpsichord playing a passacaglia march-to-the-gallows motif in crotchets
(quarter-notes) of C, D flat, E flat, D natural, F sharp and G sharp, doubled by the bass
clarinet. An eastern, chant-like melody is introduced on the oboe and soon joined by the
flute and bassoon. The passacaglia comes to an abrupt halt with eerie arpeggios played
slowly on the harpsichord, ornamented by bird-calls on piccolo, oboe and B flat clarinet.
The flute then returns, and the final section of the movement offers a descending motif
returning to an ostinato figure of E flat–D flat that accompanies the clarinet, before a
short coda ends in an unresolved G minor. The final movement (Lebhaft) 3 starts off
9

with a playful rhythmic figure of two semiquavers and a quaver (two sixteenth notes
and an eighth note), which is tossed from instrument to instrument like a grotesque
clown. The principal subject is modal, consisting of whole-tone sequences and hollow
augmentation. It continues through a series of spiky Stravinskian ostinatos, syncopations
and even snatches of faux impressionism until finally ending in an ambiguous A minor.
The provenance of Winterberg’s Suite for B flat Clarinet and Piano (1944) is even
more perplexing and is the only work on this recording known to have been written
in Prague. 1944 was the year when Winterberg’s existential realities were becoming
ever clearer. He could neither leave the house nor work. Even the relative safety of the
‘privileged marriage’ to a non-Jew would have had limited benefits, since by early 1945
any security it may have offered had been removed. It demonstrates the degree of Nazi
paranoid antisemitism that, during the last months of the war, Hitler’s priority remained
the annihilation of all Jews while attempting to fend off approaching Soviet and Western
forces. I think it’s legitimate to speculate that the three-movement Suite composed in
the last year of the war might have been a well-intended commission from a friend
or colleague trying to facilitate a bit of income for Winterberg and his family during
intolerable times. In any case, the work, similar in style to those of Winterberg’s nearcontemporaries Erwin Schulhoff (1894–1942) and Bohuslav Martinů (1890–1959),
represents a musical aesthetic that offers a synthesis of Czech and French influences.
The relationship between Prague and Paris was always closer than that between Prague
and Vienna or Berlin. Yet this Suite is much more than just dark-sounding Poulenc.
Its ostinato piano accompaniment is menacing throughout, suggesting heartbeats, even
panic. The clarinet opens 4 with a sequence of descending and ascending figures that
are both searching and questioning, a nervous monologue above the obsessive beat
of the piano. A further indication that this was a work commissioned by a colleague
or friend, with Winterberg on the piano, is a lack of tempo or expressive indications
beyond an opening in 24 time. Where Winterberg breaks with French sensibilities is in his
jagged melodic sequences and complex cross-rhythms. The mid-point of the movement
brings a change of mood marked simply a tempo with 34 signature and an expressive
lyrical idea marked dolce. It’s also a passage that suggests a degree of resignation
10
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before ending in E flat minor, with the addition of a stinging F natural. The second
movement, Poco grave (non troppo) 5 , opens with serial sequences, though not long
enough to be dodecaphonic, answered by improvisatory passages in the clarinet. As
with the first movement, a central lyrical passage breaks preceding material and leads
to the recapitulation, ending with abstract chords in the piano answered by the clarinet,
searching without finding tonal resolution. The short final movement, Presto 6 , builds
on the idea of disjointed arpeggios in the piano setting up the clarinet as it scrambles
about, trilling and generally bursting with the innate nervousness that characterises
the entire work and, as with the previous movement, ending without a secure sense of
resolution.
The Cello Sonata, composed in 1951, is perhaps even more mysterious in its origins.
By this time, Winterberg was only just establishing himself in Germany, having arrived
four years earlier. He was also on his second marriage, to his much younger local musicpupil, Heidi Ehrengut. The note on the cover of the manuscripts states that the work
is the ‘property of Hans Winterberg, Riederau/Ammersee’, his first port of call upon
arriving in Germany. There is no particular indication of it having been composed for anyone,
and it carries no dedication. The opening movement, Allegro moderato 7 , is martial
in character and the subject stays fairly constant throughout, with a dotted quaver,
semiquaver, crotchet, crotchet, triplet quavers followed by two crotchets (dotted eighthnote; sixteenth, quarter, quarter and triplet eighth notes, followed by two quarters).
This rhythmic motif repeats itself throughout the movement, developing more through
chromaticism than thematic variation. The second subject is expressive and feels a
natural response to the martial character of the opening. It also shifts chromatically
before returning to the rhythmic motif of the opening. By Winterberg’s standards,
the work is less complex and shows Hindemithian traces of Weimar Republic ‘New
Objectivity’. Confronted with a more sober aesthetic in Germany than in Prague, it’s
possible to speculate that the sonata is an exercise in musical assimilation. The second
movement, Mit ausdrucksstarker Bewegung (‘With strongly expressive movement’) 8 ,
puts paid to any such speculation and brings the music firmly back into the surreal world
of Winterbergian bitonality and pained lyricism, accompanied by weird syncopated
11

chords in the piano. It’s inward and reflective while suggesting an almost impressionistic
dreamlike detachment. The final movement, Vivace 9 , is a jazzy perpetuum mobile
interspersed with a lyrical second subject introduced first by the piano then the cello.
The first subject returns, builds steam and crashes through chromatic barriers before
ending, as has been in case in other works of Winterberg, with a final chord made up of
only the tonic and dominant while missing out the third, leaving the question dangling
of whether it is A major or A minor. Consistent with all of the works on this recording,
Winterberg composes without any pre-set key-signatures, adding sharps and flats as the
music dictates.
The Wind Quintet from 1957 is a work that intrigues with its unabashed
Stravinskian references, mixed with the unexpected and unadorned quotation of the
German children’s song Es klappert die Mühle (‘The Millwheel is Rattling’). Indeed, the
synthesis of Winterberg’s complex cross-rhythms and ostinato figures sits strangely with
the snatches of what is really a rather four-square German folksong. There appears to
be a deliberate dialectic that contrasts two very different traditions, German v. Slavic
and nineteenth-century v. twentieth-century. The first movement 10 opens with an
opening fanfare followed by Stravinskian syncopations, with the horn sneaking in a
jerky rendition of Es klappert die Mühle. The short movement develops in an almost
Dadaesque fashion, with the German folksong treated as both blatant parody and gentle
tease. The second movement, marked Pastorale 11 , is everything a German pastoral
isn’t, despite the continued presence of Es klappert die Mühle, which is quoted first in the
oboe, modified and extemporised in a manner that’s totally Czech, as quirky rhythms,
ostinatos and jagged comical motifs. The oboe comes in again with a lyrical subject
punctuated by ceaseless semiquaver accompaniment from the clarinet, bassoon and
horn reminiscent of buffo parlando passages in Janáček operas. This idea dominates
throughout the central section of the movement, with a sense that the German folksong has
cunningly morphed into something Moravian, as the rattling millwheel sounds in the
flute and brings the movement to a close. The third movement, Allegro non troppo 12 ,
opens as a grotesque village dance dominated by dotted rhythms, followed by a slower
middle section which takes the idea of the German children’s song and throws it to the
12
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mercy of the final section of ever-faster even quavers. There’s even a snatch of klezmer
in the clarinet, following a folk-like theme in the flute. The whole work seems to put
two fingers up to the wounded sense of German tribalism dominant in the community
of displaced German-Czechs living in Bavaria at the time; Winterberg takes a German
folksong and has a laugh while throwing it into a cage full of fun-loving Czech musical
ideas.
The final work on the programme is a return to the Suite for Flute, Oboe, Clarinet,
Bassoon and Harpsichord. This time, however, the work is performed with a piano, a
viable alternative for larger venues, perhaps, or if a harpsichord simply isn’t available.
What is lost, at the gain of an altogether more robust concert work, is the haunting
surrealism that the harpsichord imparts. Winterberg’s musical ideas seem to come
across altogether differently, with the piano creating a work that is far less disconcerting
yet altogether more substantial.
Michael Haas is Senior Researcher at the exil.arte Zentrum at the Universität für Musik und
darstellende Kunst in Vienna. He is the author of Forbidden Music: The Jewish Composers
Banned by the Nazis (Yale University Press, Yale and London, 2013), as well as having been
the initiator and producer of the ‘Entartete Musik’ series of recordings released by Decca. He
was also formerly Music Curator at the Jewish Museum in Vienna. His blog can be found at
https://forbiddenmusic.org/.
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Theodore Buchholz is professor of cello at the University
of Arizona. He made his debut in Merkin Hall in New
York and currently performs internationally as a soloist
and as the cellist of the Deco Piano Trio. He spends
summers teaching and performing at the Killington
Music Festival in Vermont. He studied with Bonnie
Hampton, Robert Jesselson and Nathaniel Rosen. He
performs on an 1877 cello made by Charles Mennégand.

The bassoonist William Dietz received a doctorate in bassoon
performance from Florida State University, where he studied
with the renowned William Winstead. He has performed
recitals throughout the United States, Canada, Mexico,
Central and South America, and in Europe. His album, New
Works for Bassoon (released by Disk Makers in 1994), includes
several works written for him. He has contributed numerous
pedagogical articles to various periodicals and was the senior
author and editor of Teaching Woodwinds, a text designed for
college woodwind-technique classes (Schirmer, Boston, 1998).
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Sara Fraker is a member of the Tucson Symphony Orchestra,
principal oboist of True Concord Voices and Orchestra, and
a faculty artist at the Bay View Music Festival in northern
Michigan. She has performed in festivals at Tanglewood, Aspen,
Chautauqua, the Spoleto Festival USA and the SchleswigHolstein Orchester Akademie in Germany. Sara has presented
recitals at five recent conferences of the International Double
Reed Society and has given master-classes at universities
and performing arts schools across the United States and in
Australia. She has recorded for Summit Records, Reference
Recordings and Analekta. A graduate of the University of
Illinois, the New England Conservatory and Swarthmore
College, Sara joined the University of Arizona faculty in 2012.
Tannis Gibson’s performances were described as ‘thoroughly
captivating’ by The Washington Post, and a recent review
in Fanfare commended her ‘stunning performance and
powerhouse pianism’. She has been heard in concert halls
around the USA, including Weill Recital Hall and Merkin
Hall in New York, the Kennedy Center, Corcoran Gallery of
Art and the National Gallery of Art in Washington and the
Gardner Museum in Boston. She has given live performances
for WGBH Boston and WQXR New York, Performance Today
on National Public Radio and The Today Show on NBC.
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Jackie Glazier is the Assistant Professor of Clarinet at
the University of Arizona Fred Fox School of Music.
She has performed as a soloist and chamber musician
throughout the United States and Europe. She was
the winner of the International Clarinet Association
Orchestral Competition in 2014 and a finalist at the
2016 Chesapeake Chamber Music Competition. She has
earned degrees from Cincinnati College-Conservatory of
Music, University of Florida and Florida State University.

Daniel Katzen is Professor Emeritus of Horn at the University
of Arizona. He played second horn in the Boston Symphony
Orchestra for 29 years and taught horn and brass repertoire
at New England Conservatory, Boston University and
Tanglewood Music Center. His studies and performance
career have taken him to 25 states and 22 foreign countries on
five continents to perform more than 5,000 concerts. He can
be heard on dozens of recordings with the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, Boston Pops Orchestra and Empire Brass; he also
played on the soundtracks of more than two dozen films,
including E.T., Nixon, Pearl Harbor, Twister and Jumanji.
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The flautist Brian Luce has performed as a soloist and
chamber musician across the globe. A professor of music
at the University of Arizona, he has served as a principal
flute of orchestras in Texas, Illinois and Pennsylvania.
He won prizes in the National Flute Association,
Myrna Brown, Mid-South and Kingsville young artist
competitions. He is a composer, arranger and producer and
is recorded on the Albany, Citadel and CoSeismic labels.

Alexander Tentser began studying piano with his father
at the age of four in Kiev, Ukraine. After a highly acclaimed
performance of the Grieg Piano Concerto at age twelve, he
was recommended for studies at the Gnessin Music College in
Moscow, the oldest music college in the country. He continued
his piano education at the Gnessin Russian Music Academy
with Theodor Gutmann, a student and assistant of Heinrich
Neuhaus, who taught in the celebrated Russian piano tradition.
Alexander received a full scholarship for doctoral studies with
Professor Nohema Fernandez at the University of Arizona in
Tucson. He is active as a collaborative pianist, lecturer, scholar
and teacher.
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Rex Woods began concertising over 50 years ago and continues
to enjoy an active career as a soloist, collaborator and teacher.
He taught at the University of Texas at Austin, the Interlochen
Arts Center and, since 1988, at the University of Arizona. He
holds a premier prix in chamber music from the Conservatoire
Américain à Fontainebleau. His recordings may be found on
the Decca, Albany, Summit and Tantara labels.

The Arizona Wind Quintet – Brian
Luce, flute; Sara Fraker, oboe; Jackie
Glazier, clarinet; Daniel Katzen,
horn; and William Dietz, bassoon –
is the faculty ensemble-in-residence
at the University of Arizona Fred Fox
School of Music in Tucson. Formed
in 1977, the AWQ has cultivated
a tradition of excellence in both
performance and teaching. The
quintet mentors the award-winning
Fred Fox Graduate Wind Quintet,
the premier student chamber
ensemble of the University. The
AWQ recently enjoyed a residency at
the Universidad Nacional Autónoma
de México (UNAM) in Mexico City.
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HANS WINTERBERG Chamber Music, Volume One
Suite for Flute, Oboe, Clarinet, Bassoon and Harpsichord (1959)
1 I
Lebhaft zügig, leicht
2 II Poco con moto
3 III Lebhaft
Suite for B flat Clarinet and Piano (1944)
4 I
[no tempo indication]
5 II Poco grave (non troppo)
6 III Presto

19:13
7:04
5:52
6:17
8:57
2:54
4:15
1:48

Sonata for Cello and Piano (1951)
7 I
Allegro moderato
8 II Mit ausdrucksstarker Bewegung
9 III Vivace

12:35
4:25
4:25
3:45

Wind Quintet (1957)
10 I
Leicht fliessend, nicht zu schnell
11 II Pastorale
12 III Allegro non troppo

13:19
3:43
4:09
5:27

Suite for flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon and piano (alternative version) (1959)
13 I
Lebhaft zügig, leicht
14 II Poco con moto
15 III Lebhaft

19:58
7:18
6:25
6:15

Arizona Wind Quintet
Brian Luce, flute 1 – 3 10 – 15
Sara Fraker, oboe 1 – 3 10 – 15
Jackie Glazier, clarinet 1 – 6 10 – 15
Daniel Katzen, horn 10 – 12
William Dietz, bassoon 1 – 3 10 – 15

Theodore Buchholz, cello 7 – 9
Rex Woods, harpsichord 1 – 3 ,
piano 13 – 15
Tannis Gibson, piano 4 – 6
Alexander Tentser, piano 7 – 9
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